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The circular flow of income
Studying the circular flow of income enables us to understand 
how different parts of the economic system fit together. The model 
shows the connections between different sectors of our economic 
system: firms, households, banks, government and international 
trade. It demonstrates how funds flow between these sectors
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The inner flow
See Figure 1. The inner flow shows the flow of funds between 
households and firms only.

	■ Households earn factor incomes (Y) and sell their labour to 
firms.

	■ Households buy and consume (C) the goods/services 
produced by firms.

	■ The flow of income goes from firms to households, back to 
firms and on to households. No funds leave or enter the inner 
flow.

Assumptions
	■ In this simple circular flow of income we assume that we have 

a closed economy.
	■ Equilibrium (when the circular flow is not increasing/

decreasing) occurs when:
• Income = consumption. This is because we assume that 
households spend all that they earn.
• Expenditure = income. This is because we assume that 
total expenditure is made up of consumption only.

	■ Therefore, equilibrium in the inner flow:
• Consumption = income = expenditure

Injections
Injections are additions to expenditure that come from outside of 
the circular flow. See Figure 2.
There are three types of injections, each of which boost the 
circular flow of income:
1 Exports (X)
2 Government investment (G)
3 Private-sector investment (I)
Increases in X, G or I will increase GDP.

Withdrawals
Withdrawals are elements of income in the circular flow that are 
not passed on as expenditure.
Figure 2 shows there are three types of withdrawals, each of 
which reduce the circular flow of income:
1 Imports (M)
2 Taxation (T)
3 Savings (S)
Increases in M, T or S will decrease GDP.

National income equilibrium
An economy making full use of its resources will be moving 
towards a state of rest, or equilibrium. For equilibrium to be 
established in the circular flow, planned injections must equal 
planned withdrawals.
Equilibrium in national income is where: 
J (Injections) = W (Withdrawals)
I + G + X = S + T + M
Notice that equilibrium requires overall balance between injections 
and withdrawals, not that there is balance in each sector.

Policy implications
	■ J > W: additions to the circular flow exceed withdrawals and 

so the level of national income will rise.
	■ J < W: additions to the circular flow are less than withdrawals 

so the level of national income will fall.
Therefore, if the government wants to pursue an expansionary 
policy, it can either increase injections by targeting I, G and X, or 
decrease withdrawals by targeting S, T and M.
Alternatively, if the government wants to pursue a contractionary 
policy, it can either increase withdrawals by targeting S, T and 
M, or decrease injections by targeting I, G and X.
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